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GW Law Hosts Law Review Symposium
Geared Towards Future
BY TIMOTHY FREY

Staff Writer
Last week, the George Washington
Law Review hosted its annual sympo
sium. Entitled: "What Does Our Legal
System Owe Future Generations? New
Analyses of Intergenerational Justice for a
New Century," the symposium was com
posed of five panels made up of professors
from across the continent.
With the central theme being the
manner in which today's legal system
will impact the lives of future generations,
this year's symposium panels discussed
"Philosophical Perspectives on Intergen
erational Justice," "Government Finances
Today and Economic Prosperity Tomor
row," "Property and Environmental Law
Perspectives on the Rights of Future
Generations," "The Impact of Reproduc
tive Rights Today on the Composition of
Future Generations," and "The LivingConstitution and Future Generations."
Held in the usually silent Tasher
Great Room, the symposium was chock-

full of professorial firepower. GW Law's
very own Professors Brown, Cahn, Smith,
Stein, and Tuttle acted as moderators for
the five panels. In addition, Professor
Neil Buchanan of GW Law and Professor
David DeGrazia of the GW Philosophy
Department presented as principal speak
ers at the symposium. Not only GW
professors took part in the event, there
were also professors from Duke, NYU,
American, Georgetown, Texas, Yale, Cor
nell, Toronto, Virginia, and Emory"Law
Schools, among others. The professors
were treated to meals at Kinkead's and the
Alumni House while in town, and were
housed at the nearby Lombardy Hotel.
According to Jackie Lasaracina,
the GW Law Review Projects Editor and
person in charge of the Law Review Sym
posium, organizing and planning such
an event was no easy task. The planning
for this year's event began nearly eight

the theme came from GW Professor and
speaker Neil Buchanan, an Associate Pro
fessor of Law at GW since 2007. Prior to
becoming a law professor, Buchanan was
an economics professor, and is currently
working on a research project concerning
"the long-term tax and spending patterns
of the federal government, focusing on
such issues as budget deficits, the national
debt, and the long-run prospects for the
Social Security system."
Lasaracina stated Professor Bu
chanan "has been writing in this area for
a few years now, and is a driving force
behind research into intergenerational
justice." She went on to note that "Profes
sor Buchanan presented the idea to us, and
we just loved it so much that we snapped
it up." Thanks to Professor Buchanan's
deep knowledge in the area, he was able
to provide the names of many professors
who would be ideal participants in the

months ago in March and the idea for

symposium.

close to 75 percent of the speakers were
invited at his recommendation. Beyond
these recommendations, the Law Review
was able to garner advice from the prin
cipal speakers/authors regarding who
they would like to have comment upon
their work. Finally, professors from lo
cal schools were invited to share their
expertise.
The results of this process were
very successful, as Jackie points out that
"everyone has been very friendly and
hard-working," that all the authors "have
been hitting deadlines," and that "it has
been a really good experience" to work
with all of them. The symposium was
also a great experience for those who
attended. This year's event enjoyed a
positive turnout from both faculty and
students interested in learning about how
the legal choices we make today will affect
the world tomorrow. Audience members

In fact, Jackie notes that

Search Is On For
New Dean for Public Affairs
BY KATIF . EARNES T

Editor-in-Chief

The law school administration con
tinues to search for its new dean for public
affairs through the fall. According to Dean
Frederick Lawrence, the administration is
looking for someone with public service
experience either in the public or private
sectors to fill the position.
In an interview with NotaBene, Dean
Lawrence noted an anonymous donor is
responsible for the creation of the position
and the $3 million endowment was final
ized this past summer. "We will formally
recognize the anonymous donor when
the position is filled with a ceremony or
lunch," Dean Lawrence said.
Dean Lawrence noted that "over
the life of the school," the administration
has striven to add "subject-matter specific
deans" to the Dean's Office. Deans such
as Susan Karamanian, Associate Dean
for International and Comparative Legal
Studies, and Lee Paddock, Associate
Dean for Environmental Studies, have
specific portfolios related to dealing with
legal specialties. In adding a Dean for
Public Affairs, Dean Lawrence noted
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SBA Gears Up for
Halloween Party
SBA Corner

that the school wants to find someone ally positive upon hearing about the pos
to "pull together the number of things sible new addition to the Dean's Office,
we're doing anyways and think of new though some expressed reservations about
things to add to our agenda...from admis
sion to placement." The new dean will
The new dean will pull
coordinate public interest profiles in the
together the number
admissions process as well as opportuni
ties for students in the Outside Placement
of things we're doing
program, students with term and summer
anyways and think of
jobs through the Career Development Of
fice, and students seeking permanent jobs.
new things to add to our
The new dean would also coordinate the
agenda...from admission
school's participation in a pending govern
to placement
ment loan forgiveness program.
According to Dean Lawrence, the
school can do more to promote public in
the extent of the impact on students inter
terest and coordinate the school's current
ested in getting public interest jobs.
efforts. He noted, "For example, we can
Mark Taticchi, a 2L, said, "It
do more with pro bono firms and students
sounds like a good investment. Financial
working for compensation; what about
constraints, both for entering students
students cooperating with firms on a pro
and graduating 3Ls, seem to be some of
bono case - it helps firms with visibility
the biggest worries for us as law students.
and the case itself and helps students
I know a lot of people who worry about
by giving them experience and the best
whether they'll be able to afford to take
interview of all."
public sector or public interest jobs be
Student reactions have been gener
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cause they don't know whether they could
afford to live (and pay back their loans)
on that kind of salary. If GW can enable
its students to do the kind of work that
motivated them to become lawyers in the
first place, then I'm all for it."
One 3L complained, "There are
too many deans already - why don't they
take the $3 million and make the public
interest program better, increase sum
mer stipends, more fellowships, make
the LRAP program better." Another 3L
noted, "It's about time. Many students
want to do pro bono and to have a high
ranking official dedicated to it at least
shows a level of commitment that stu
dents can appreciate."
Ashley Rankin, a 2L, stated, ""I
think its a great idea in theory; while the
school does try to offer public interest
opportunities, the field itself is very unor
ganized and the school really does push
you to work in a firm. People seeking
public interest have to actively seek out

See New Dean on Page 4
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To say that law school can be a
very stressful place has become a cliche.
But GW law students do not have to bear
the stresses of classes, exams, the job
search, and their personal lives alone.
Active Minds, a national mental health
awareness organization was introduced
to GW Law this year to provide informa
tion about mental health resources and
to promote mental health awareness
among students, faculty, and staff.
"The purpose of Active Minds is
to encourage all students to reach out
to mental health resources when they
are feeling overwhelmed, saddened, or
frustrated by school, professional work,
family issues, relationships, or friend
ships," said Lauren Birzon, president
and co-founder of Active Minds at GW
Law.
Active Minds provides a conduit
for information about resources avail
able at the university and in Washington
D.C., including The George Washington
University Counseling Center.
Active Minds, however, is not

only about helping people who may want
access to traditional mental health re-

"Active Minds believes
that recognizing the
importance of mental
health helps not only
individual students but
our entire community
by promoting a more
supportive environment."
sources. Law students often get so caught
up in their daily routines and weekly
assignments that they forget to assess
whether they are happy with where they
are—personally or professionally—and
forget to relax and enjoy life outside of
law school. Even if not severe, such pro-

See Active Minds on Page 4

SBA Gears Up for
Halloween Festivities

not only passively observed, however, but
also took advantage of the invitation to
engage the speakers and commentators
with questions of their own.
Jackie was aided in her efforts by
Ethan Lucarelli and Shaina Elias, who
also serve as Projects Editors, as well
The Halloween Festival and Party
as other members of the Law Review
who put in time acting as liaisons for have been set for Wednesday, October
the visiting speakers, organizing meals 29, 2008. The Student Bar Association
and professor packets, and working the has been planning and organizing this
symposium itself. Jackie is grateful for two-in-one event for weeks. After all, it is
the help, stating that "this has been a joint SBA President Brett Sheats' "favorite day
effort on the part of the Projects Editors, of the year." The Festival will be here at
students on the Law Review, Professor the Law School (no traveling required)
Buchanan, and all the speakers, commen from 4:00 to 7:00 pm in the first floor
tators, and moderators." Nevertheless, as student lounges of Stockton and Lerner
Editor-in-Chief Chris Meeks points out,
the administrative work for everyone else
This is not an easy
was slight, as "Jackie, Ethan, and Shaina
did a great job putting this whole thing
event to plan, and
together."
the SBA has worked
The process of the symposium is
tirelessly throughout
that principal authors work on writing
an article regarding their given area of
the semester to create
research expertise. After submitting an
a fabulous night out.
initial draft, the principals come to the
symposium to present their work and
have it commented upon by other profes
sors who are knowledgeable in the area. and outside on the Stockton patio.
Audience members are also invited to
Similar to last year, the Festival will
comment upon the presentation and ask include "carnival games (such as skeequestions of the principals. This process ball, bean bag toss, and balloon darts),
"provides real-time commentary to the a caricaturist, a fortuneteller, a pie-eat
principal authors," which aids them in ing contest, and carnival food (such as
the revision and refinement of their work. funnel cakes, popcorn, caramel apples,
Following the event, the authors will do and cotton candy)," as explained by SBA
precisely this, and submit their revised Vice President of Programming, Rebecca
works for final publication. In addition, Bianchi. She further noted that, "by play
the commentators have the option to sub ing the carnival games students can earn
mit a written response, which may also be raffle tickets for a chance to win prizes,
published by the GW Law Review.
such as gift certificates to local restaurants
Last year, the Law Review hosted and Westlaw/Lexis Nexis points" among
two symposiums, one dedicated to the other things.
seminal work of Professor Barron, at
This is the second annual Hallow
which Justice Breyer provided opening een Festival and, as described by Brett
remarks, and the other focused on re Sheats, is "a great way for students to be
productive justice. This will be the only able to be at the law school and relax and
symposium hosted by the Law Review have fun in a non-alcoholic environment."
this year.
He admitted that the "pie-eating contest

By CLARE CAVALIERO

Features Editor
was in particular a big (if messy) hit with
students" and will most likely award the
same satisfaction this year.
Rebecca tried to relay all of the de
tails involved in planning the Halloween
Party and Festival. She listed tasks like,
"setting up a contract with a company for
the carnival games and food, setting up a
contract with the catering company for
the party, lining up people to sell tickets
and help out at the event, working with
my committee to find raffle prizes for
the Festival, and many, many other little
things..." She confessed that because of
the number of details that go into plan
ning this event, she has "temporarily
become a full time party planner!"
The 19th Annual Nese-Paloozoa
Halloween Party will be held at Ultrabar
on 9th and F Street, N.W. The venue is
between the Metro Center and Chinatown
metro stops and by location alone proves
to be a great choice for this year's party
(although even lLs know how much GW
Law students love wandering around
N.E. late at night). Ultrabar is a perfect
location for large-scale events and the 700
plus students expected to attend should
comfortably fit in all four floors of this
modern club.
Brett Sheats described the Party
as "a time for law students to unwind,
be with friends, and show off their cos
tumes." There will be a costume contest
that evening with prizes awarded to the
winner.
There will also be open bar from
9:00 pm until 12:00 am (the $25.00 ticket
is sure to pay for itself) and cash bar from
midnight until 2:00 am. Brett explained
that the "SBA worked hard to find a venue
that is both metro accessible and large
enough to hold 700 plus students. Ultrabar

fits both of those specification, and we're
excited to be having the party there." This
is not an easy event to plan, and the SBA
has worked tirelessly throughout the se
mester to create a fabulous night out.
Rebecca acknowledged that, "the
most critical piece of this event was ensur
ing that we secured a great venue for the
Party." She explained that the SBA had
planned on using the same location as
last year; the contract had been negotiated
with the club, signed by Dean Morrison,
and the last step was getting the signature
of the contact at Avenue. Unfortunately,
"at the last minute, they informed us that
Avenue was 'closing for renovations.' If
you read Brett's email about the Hallow
een Party, you know that this is likely not

"The Halloween
Festival is a great
way for students
to be able to be at
the law school and
relax and have fun
in a non-alcoholic
environment."
the full story... After a bit of scrambling,
we found Ultrabar, which is going to be
a great venue for the party," Rebecca
noted as she put a positive spin on what
turned out to create much more work
for her and her committee.
The event's official name this year

See Halloween on Page 3
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ZEENA ADIL ABD UL-RAHMAN

1raqi School PaYs<
A Series

This is the third installment of a special Nota Bene series by Zeena Adil AbdulRahman. Zeena grew up in Iraq and Saudi Arabia, spending most of her high school
years in Baghdad.

Part III: Operation Date Night
It's ten minutes till 3 am. Zahraa's
house is engulfed in darkness and the si
lence is deafening. The headlights of the
blue Prado are shining through the win• dow. It flashes once, then again, and then
a third time. That's the "coast is clear"
signal. I look over to Rand in the bed next
to mine. She smiles and whispers, "Don't
move around too much, you will ruin your
hair and wrinkle your clothes." We both
wait patiently for the sound of Zahraa's
slippers coming towards our room. We
cannot leave until she makes sure her
mom and brothers are asleep.
Finally, after 15 minutes, Zahraa
comes into the room. "Everyone is asleep.
Let's move!" I throw off the blanket,
check my hair and make-up in mirror,
and head for the door. The three of us tip
toe downstairs. The "date-night" opera
tion is in full swing: Nour is watching the
streets from the roof of the house, Fawz
is pretending to watch TV downstairs to
keep an eye on Zahraa's mom's room, and
Zainab is outside in the front yard watch
ing the next door neighbor's house.
We walk slowly to the Front door,
making sure not to make a single sound.
The electricity shutdown a few hours

ago, and since then even the slightest
movement has become amplified in the
thundering silence. We reach the front
door and Zahraa pulls on the sponges
that we attached to the lock. With expert
skill Zahraa manages to open and shut
the door in complete silence. "Good
luck ladies! Try to keep your voices low,"
Zahraa whispers.
Rand and I begin our walk down
the side alley into the empty lot behind
Zahraa's house. We see the front of the
Prado in the street ahead. The headlights
shine on us and then quickly turn off. The
boys get out of the car and head towards
us. "Halaw (hi)" he says to me in a low
husky voice. I look down and try not to
fall over. Rand takes Saif by the hand and
walks him away from us.
As we stand alone at the empty lot,
he tells me, "I miss you." "I miss you,
too" I reply with my eyes on the ground.
I am having difficulty controlling my
breathing. I don't want him to know
how nervous I am. He puts his finger
underneath my chin and lifts my head up
towards him. With no other alternative,
I look him in the eye. He smiles and says
"There, this whole thing just became
worth it." I pull my head back and try to
begin idle conversation, but I choke on
my own nervousness and silence soon
falls on us again.
I look over to Rand, who is now
heavily involved in kissing Saif. He looks
at his shoes and says "So, can I...." I try
to make it seem like I don't know what he
is asking me to do. Good Iraqi girls don't
know about this kind of stuff. It is a little
hard for me to keep up the act because
Rand is moaning rather loudly. I know I
am not ready for this, but I do not want to
disappoint him. So I nod quietly.
He leans in. Just as he is getting

closer to me, a light from the roof turns
on. "Run girls run!" screams Nour from
the roof. I look up at Nour. Just as I am
about to ask her what is wrong, we all hear
it. "Allahu Akbar! Allahu Akbar!" The
call to Morning Prayer fills the skies, and
all our planning comes crashing down on
us. I look down the street, and I struggle
to keep myself from collapsing. The
stampede of men in white comes barreling
down the road. The boys sprint towards
the car. Rand and I throw off our heels
and race into the alley back to Zahraa's
house. "It was early! Why was it early!?"
Rand asks me, panting hard. "I don't
know! Just run!!" I answer.
We push open the front gate to
Zahraa's house and throw ourselves onto
the grass next to Zainab. "Oh my god...
Oh my god..." I hear Zainab chanting
next to me. Zahraa comes crawling out
of the front door. We all have to stay
low to avoid being seen by the sea of
men outside. "If they see the boys, they

SBA Corner:
Get In Touch With Us
BY BRETT SHEATS

SB A President
It has been a busy past two weeks
for the GW Law SBA. Preparations for
our Student Presidential Debate and
the Halloween Festival have reached
a fevered pitch. I'm happy to say that
things have gone well and the hard work
of several members of the student body
has paid off with much success.
Last week's Student Presidential
Debate was a fantastic success. Moder-

We have a few
priority areas that
we are focusing
on, but we are
always looking for
suggestions from
students.
ated by Dean Karamanian, Professor
Mitchell, and Professor Kerr, the debate
went off without a hitch. Between 150
- 200 students were packed in the Stu
dent Conference Center on Thursday
evening to hear four ardent supporters

are going to ask them what they are do
ing here. What if they take them to the

of tVve t-wo PrestdcnUal Cartdtdates

care about this, you know that.

thoughtful — and at times, controversial.

police?"

Zahraa says. "The police don't

I am
worried that the men might take it upon
themselves to punish them if they suspect
what just happened... we are in so much
trouble," Zainab groans. Just as she says
that, her mother walks out of the house.
"What are you girls doing out here!?" She
yells. "The electricity went out right after
you went to bed, Mama. It got too stuffy
inside," answered Zahraa.
Her mom looks at me and Rand.
Once her brow wrinkles, we all know what
is coming. "Rand? Zeena? Why are you
girls still dressed?" She asks. "Our paja
mas were too short, Khala (auntie). So
we didn't want to come out here dressed
like a couple of Harlots," I answer. Al
though she simply smiles and goes back
inside, we know how much she appreci
ates my answer. Statements of modesty
from young girls register very well with
Iraqi mothers.
Twenty minutes later the phone
rings; once...twice...three times. It goes
quiet again. All of us, sitting upstairs in
Zahraa's room, sigh with relief. The boys
are safe. "We pulled it off. I can't believe
we pulled it off!" says Zahraa. "I swear
when I realized that the call of prayer was
going to come early because of the time
change, I thbught we were all going to
die." Now that everything is ok, the girls
start quizzing us on what happened. "He
almost kissed her, I saw you two towards
the end," says Rand. I smile and try to
hide how happy I am that he didn't. "Well
I am glad you had your fun today, but next
week is the bazaar at BIS and it's my turn
this time!" declares Nour. We all laugh
and start talking about what we are going
to wear to the biggest event of the year.

square off. TYie questions aiut ans-wers

during the debate were extremely

The SBA thanks all the students
and professors involved with the debate,
but special thanks go to VP of Student
Affairs, Lianna Chang. Lianna has been
working tirelessly this year to reinvent the
VP of Student Affairs position in the SBA.
Whether it be supervising the Internal
Writing Competition, planning the Stu
dent Debate, or researching flexible exam
policies, she has been at the forefront of
many initiatives and programs that are
benefitting all students here at GW Law.
Many thanks.
With planning for the fall's big
events coming to a close, the SBA will be
taking on some new challenges, some of
them less immediately visible to the stu
dent body at-large. We have a few priority
areas that we are focusing on, but we are
always looking for suggestions from stu
dents. Have something you'd like to see
done? Do you have a problem, comment,
or concern with a class or program at GW
Law? Get in touch with us at sba@law.
gwu.edu. We'll be happy to take a look
at your concern and do what we can. It's
our job.
Finally, I hope you are able to enjoy
the upcoming election. We are so lucky
to be bere in 'Washington DC. tot this
VvtstOTtc event

\v "vs. vtoctin a

movrvewVs

of reflection to think of what incredible

things can and should he accomplished

in the next four years. Let's elect a leader
Perhaps my personal favorite moment who will help us get there.
came after the debate when I overheard
I harbor no qualms in making my
students arguing over some of the choice known to one and all: The man
points brought up during the debate. America needs is Stephen Colbert.
It was music to my ears.

Take Advantage of GW
BY ADAM PEARL MAN

Opinions Editor
Many of us have been rather sick of for classes entering after 2007, which
the campaign season since ... well, since can be satisfied by a "skills class" such
LAST spring semester. Those of us not as negotiations, or by a clinic, but not by
from DC understand that the Beltway can Outside Placement. Do not let this deter
feel like its own universe - all politics, all you - the skills you can gain through an
the time. These pages often bear that out externship are ones that will ensure that
(especially in the present issue), no thanks you are ahead of the curve when you start
your career.
to me over the past couple of years.
This is not to take anything away
But when considering what classes
from
the clinic experience. Sure, most
to sign up for next semester, be sure to
keep in mind all we have here, and the every law school has clinics - we've got
incredible opportunities that surround 15. When I started law school, I never
us. As political as DC is as the seat of planned on doing a clinic. I worked for
government, our location affords us the a few years, and just wanted to take my
unparalleled chance to experience life classes and be done. But I cannot recom
mend a clinic experience enough -it will
outside the law firm world.
The Outside Placement program is be unlike any other class you've taken here
the key vehicle for this. We are allowed and gives you hands-on responsibility over
to take up to eight units of ungraded the fate of clients in ways that even most
outside placement during our careers as externships might not be able to offer.
Whether it's Outside Placement or
law students - up to four per semester.
Admittedly, it borders on the offensive a clinic, seriously consider the non-classthat we have to pay for Outside Placement room experiential learning opportunities
credits, but the externship experience is we have here. They're a great way to make
invaluable. Positions in the federal execu you stand-out from most law students, as
tive agencies, on Capitol Hill, in judge's well as a chance to get your head out of
chambers, NGO's and non-profits beckon the textbooks and into the real practice
us to learn how they practice the law. It's of law.
the kind of practice and understanding
that you simply cannot get while sitting
in a classroom. The Law School has
now implemented a skills requirement
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Cohen & Cohen
Mock Trial Competition

Rachel Ballard, Maureen McGough prepare their witnesses for trial

Competitors present their case at the district court.

Board members organize the first round score sheets.

Jen Rodrigue directs the witness to use a demonstrative.

Alan Root and Ben Friedlander will compete against Rachel Ballard and Maureen McGough
in the final round of the Cohen & Cohen competition on November 17th.

New Dean
from page 1.

Halloween
from page 2.
is: The SBA Presents...The 19th Annual
Nese-Palooza Halloween Party. Rebecca,
who has worked countless hours and en
dured frequent sleepless nights organizing
these events, explained the background
of the somewhat unconventional title
for the Party. "Last year at the Equal
Justice Foundation (EJF) Auction, they

One of the best parts
of the event is seeing
everyone in their
costumes.
auctioned off the naming rights to the
Halloween Party. A student named Bryan
Nese, who is now a 3L, was the highest
bidder, and hence, we have 'The 19th An
nual Nese-Palooza Halloween Party.'"
"It would be hard to sum up the
difficulty of planning an event like the
GW Law Halloween Festival and Party,"
confessed Brett Sheats. "It may seem like
a relatively small event to plan, but in
the end it is a lot more complex than it
seems." He also noted that finding a venue
to hold the Party is by far the most diffi
cult part of the process as it must be close
enough for all of the students to travel to
reasonably, it must fit over 700 people,
and it must be available one of the nights
the SBA is looking to hold the event. Brett
also said that, "once a suitable venue is
found, a suitable contract with the club

owner must then be negotiated. This is a
process that takes many weeks filled with
unanswered phone calls, frustration, and
anxiety." It is much easier to plan from
that point on, Brett mentioned.
Rebecca said that SBA members are
"really excited about the new venue" of
the Party and that "one of the best parts
of the event is seeing everyone in their
costumes." She confessed that she is also
looking forward to the more low-key fun
of th e Festival. Who doesn't love skeeball,
balloon darts, and funnel cake?"
Tickets are on sale for $25 at the
Law School from 10:00 am to 6:00 pm.
Students can pay in person with a cash or
check, or online through PayPal. Tickets
will not be sold at the door.

Active Minds
from page 2.
longed dissatisfaction can be detrimental
to one's mood, relationships, and ability
to perform at school or work.
"Unfortunately, many law students
feel that mental health and use of mental
health resources creates a stigma," added
Ms. Birzon. "Active Minds believes that
recognizing the importance of mental
health helps not only individual students
but our entire community by promoting
a more supportive environment."
To help de-stigmatize mental health
awareness, Active Minds will conduct
coordinated programs with the University

Counseling Center, the Office of the
Dean of Students, the Career Devel
opment Office, and other GW Law
School groups to showcase topics like
stress-relieving tactics and identifying
career options to match one's special
interests and talents.
In the coming months, Active
Minds will be hosting events, tabling,
and providing information about men
tal health and wellbeing resources to the
student body.
Recently, Active Minds at GW
Law co-sponsored an event with Dr.
Shawn Shea on what happiness is—and
ways to think more actively to gain hap
piness. Active Minds also co-sponsored
a lecture by Professor Richard Freer on
'How to Succeed in Law School' with
BAR/BRI.
Active Minds encourages law
students to use the counseling services
available at The George Washington
University Counseling Center. The
Counseling Center provides a widerange of support services including
career counseling, group sessions, and
individualized counseling sessions.
Students may call the center twenty-four
hours a day, seven days a week at (202)
994-5300 or on-line at http://gwired.
gwu.edu/counsel.
For information about Active
Minds, please contact Active Minds at
activeminds.gwlaw@gmail.com or sign
up for its TWEN page.

those positions. Having a Dean setting
up new programs as well as bringing
opportunities to GW would be a really
helpful way to supplement our current
program."
In response to concerns that the
school does not do enough for students
interested in public service, Dean Law
rence pointed out that the school has a
Career Development Office counselor
dedicated purely to public interest. Tamara Devieux-Adams serves as the
public interest advisor and pro bono
liaison, focusing on counseling students
and alumni who want to pursue public
interest internships and post-graduate
job opportunities. Dean Lawrence also
noted in reality, there are no lack of op
portunities for public interest students,
though he understands the frustration,
especially as firms pay to fly their re
cruiters to campuses across the country,
while public interest organizations may
not have these resources.
When asked about the possibil
ity of adding more specialized deans
to the administration, Dean Lawrence
said he would like to add deans for any
major subject area, such as government
contracts, where it makes "more sense
to think of it as a free-standing part of
the program."
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SBA Sponsors
The Great Debate'
BY MATTHEW LINDEN

Staff Writer

Cherish Your Vote
BY ZEENA ADIL ABDUL-RAH MAN

Staff Writer
"Down with America! Vote yes this
Saturday and let Saddam teach Israel and
America a lesson!" screamed the voice
on the other end of the phone. The Sad
dam "campaign" had been in full swing
for months, running as if he really had a
formidable opponent. The "elections"
turned into such a circus that it became
difficult to differentiate between makebelieve and reality.
Our school served as a polling sta
tion and we, the students, were the poll
ing station "employees". We had very
simple training. The only thing we were
told was "throw away all the 'No' votes
you get, fill out a 'Yes' ballot in the name
of the same voter, and turn in the name
and address of the voter to the campaign
representative." When the voting began,
my friends and I decided to "mistakenly"
allow some of the no votes into the ballot
box. "If they are brave er\owgb to vote TYO,

we s\\ou\d be brave enough to pot tbetr

real votes into the box, "Zahraa declared.
"Com'mon Zahraa, we both know they

are going to go over the votes again and
throw the no votes away anyway." Nour
replied. "It doesn't matter! They can
through them away, but we cannot be a
part of this facade. It is theft, and I am
no thief," answered Zahraa. I was quite
taken aback by Zahraa's heartfelt words.
Iraqis are usually very passive and pes
simistic about the chances of getting rid

With the Presidential Election only
a few weeks away, it seems that every
body from Colin Powell to Matt Damon
is putting in their two cents about John
McCain, Barak Obama, and their running
mates. Not to be outdone, the Student
Bar Association held a debate centered
on the issues affecting the upcoming
Presidential Election. The event took
place in the student conference center on
Thursday October 23. Thirsty Thursday,
which usually occupies this time slot, was
moved to directly after the debate, and fea
tured not only the expected free beer, but
sandwiches from
Potbelly's Sand
wich Works and
Dominoes pizza
as well.
The debate
was between Ben
Everard and An
drew Harrod,
who represented
John McCain,
and Remington
Johnson and
Steve Lubot,
who argued for
the Obama cam
paign. They dis
cussed domestic issues moderated by
Professor Mitchell, foreign policy issues
moderated by Dean Karamanian, and

constitutional issues led by Professor
Kerr. .The moderators prepared the
questions and each debater had two
minutes to answer the question, fol
lowed by a two minute response from
the other side and then a one-minute
rebuttal follow-up.
According to Lianna Chang, Stu
dent Bar Association's Vice President of
Student Affairs, said before the debate
that, "[g]iven the short time limits we
expect the answers to be snappy and
short summaries of the campaign plat
forms. The goal of the debate is basic a 11 y
to edu
cate the
G W
L a w
com-

create interest in the student body."
Student Bar Association Presi
dent, Brett Sheats talked about the

reasons for
sponsoring
the event.
"The SBA
felt that GW
Law has
many op
portunities
for students
to display
their skills
as future tri
al lawyers,
litigators,
and media
tors through
the skills board competitions. However,
there are a number of law students who
are planning to use their legal education
to farther a career in politics and there
really isn't a competition or event that
highlights these students' ambitions.
The upcoming student debate gives these
politically-minded students a forum to
showcase their skills and political savvy.
In addition, it serves to give the student
body more insight on the platforms of
each Presidential candidate and get ex
cited about the upcoming election."
It was standing room only in the Stu
dent Conference Center, with students pil
ing into the already full room throughout
the debate. It was clear that the SBA had
not anticipated the number of students

of Saddam, but the air of defiance in
her voice was a breath of fresh air that
I was not accustomed to.
Saddam's voting game lasted 12
grueling hours. Droves of people came
out to show their overwhelming support
for the only candidate on the ballot.
Money was being openly handed out
to the voters who were enthusiastic
enough to mark their ballots with their
own blood. All I could think of at that
moment was the long list of possible
diseases I could contract from touching
those ballots.
One man came in to the vote with
his wife and I noticed that he marked
his ballot "No." His wife became an
gry and began quietly chastising him,
demanding that he change his vote.
The man ignored his wife, handed me
his ballot and left. Luckily, our head
rrbstress wa.s too bvisy to rvotree tYvat Y
rvad sVvpped tVvu

ba\\oX "YTVXO Y\\E
box without chan&ing it. /4 few minutes
later the man came back to talk to the

head mistress. "Excuse me ma 'am, I

would like to change my vote." She
smiled and asked, "Did you vote no?"
The man nodded. "Don't worry about
it son," she chuckled, "we took care of
that one for you." The look on his face
was one of painful defeat and embar-

See Vote on Page 8

interested
in seeing
the de
bate, but
respond
ed well,
by order
ing extra
food. The
crowd was
well be
haved for
the most
part, al
though a
few state
ments elicited laughter, and even a few
boos.
Unlike the debates between the
actual candidates, the debate Thursday
was not a battle for the hearts and minds
of the undecided, but a chance to argue
the issues. Most students present had
already decided who they were going
to vote for in the election. This led to
what some considered a more interest
ing discussion.
One student, who spoke to me
on the condition of anonymity, said
"they [the debaters] weren't scared to
butt heads with each other, and even
the professors. I think that this debate

See Debate on Page 8
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A Night With
Barack Obama

To the Media:
It's Not About Joe
BY ADAM PEAR LMAN

BY ELIZABETH WESTBROOK

Opinions Editor

Staff Writer

The author at the Democratic Women s Leadership Forum
In my latest installment of what I
like to call, "making my liberal friends
jealous as Y\eW" , allow me to tell you
about my weekend with Barack Obama.
And Michelle Obama. Oh yeah and Joe

so stirred the entire weekend. Following
Oprah were governor Dean and then Da
vid PloufYe who runs Obama's campaign.
Tbe day closed witb Senator Biden and
Michelle Obama who each brought an

other dose of that Oprah energy—getting
Biden, and Madeline Albright. Oh and
the crowd on its feet and cheering.
Howard Dean, Governor Napolitano,
And what a crowd it was! De
Senator Klubochar and Bob Rubin.. .just
spite economic panels with Bob Rubin,
to name a few. Yeah so maybe I'm laying
Supreme Court discussions with Lilly
it on a little thick, but consider this eternal
Ledbetter, and Madeline Albright tak
Hilary supporter converted. Now I was
ing questions on security, what struck
never a bitter Clintonite ready to turn an
me as most incredible was the mix of
indignant eye on the democratic ticket
people taking part in the conference. I met
because it lacked my favorite New Yorker,
women from all over doing diverse work:
but I had yet to entirely embrace the pas
sion so many people have for Barack.
attorneys and ambassadors, professors
There is truly something different about
and homemakers—at one point I found
him, about this election, about the way
myself in a taxi with the Finance Chair of
he has energized heretofore apathetic,
the DSCC. There were women of all ages,
un-voting Americans.
grandchildren and grandmothers, even
The weekend I am speaking of was
great-grandmothers. There were women
the annual Democratic Women's Leader
from New York and California of course,
ship Forum. This year it took place in
but also large factions who had traveled
Chicago and also served as a proxy con
from Arizona, Utah, Alaska, and every
ference for Wom
other Repub
en for Obama.
lican strong
The same great
hold you can
stroke of nepo
think of.
tism that got me
A n d
ace to face with
oh my, the
Hillary got me
Republicans!
in the door here
In fact there
and I couldn't be
were quite a
lieve how lucky I
few Repub
was to be in that
licans who
room.
have energet
Oprah took
ically joined
the Obama
the stage first, and
bandwagon.
for some reason,
During the
despite her rag
security
ing God complex
panel with
that has always
Madeline
turned me off, I
Albright,
found myself on
several mi
my feet cheering
crophones
for her with the
were being
rest of the confer
circulated
ence goers. She
throughout
stirred up the
the audience
crowd and the
crowd remained Die author s photo of Barack Obama

I can't count how many news
stories over the past week and a half
have had some iteration of: "Samuel
Joseph Wurzelbacher became part of
the national political lexicon October
15 when Republican presidential can
didate John McCain mentioned him
frequently during his final debate with
Democrat Barack Obama." (That
version appeared in the October 24
Columbus Dispatch.) Wurzelbacher,
of course, is "Joe the Plumber," the guy
to whom Senator Obama confessed his
grand plan of wealth redistribution.
I must admit, I was not a big fan
of Senator McCain's debate tactic - af
ter the first couple of times, I thought he
took the personalization of Joe a bit too
far. To me, it came to feel like it was not
about the "everyman" analogy as much
as getting stuck in the metaphor. But
there is some strong evidence that I was
totally wrong in my criticism and that
the one-way conversation the Senator
had with Joe that night resonated with
the audience, as McCain's numbers
enjoyed a bit of a bump.
But what fascinates me most
about Joe is how everybody became
so infatuated with . . . Joe. For some

better off under Obama's campaignpromise of a tax plan than with what
McCain proposes.
This all just goes to show how
even the most ardent proponents of
high-tax, wealth-distribution economic
schemes realize that the American
people don't really support the crux
of their proposals. Rather than going
to the mattresses to defend or justify
Obama's comment, the reflex reaction
was to attack the individual to whom
it was said.
It is clear that the Obama camp
does not tolerate dissention well. In
July, they kept Ryan Lizza, the New
Yorker Magazine's Washington correspondant, off of the candidate's trip
to Europe a week after a Lizza article
served as the basis for a satirical cover
drawing depicting the candidate. The
trend has continued in full-force - just
this week, an Orlando, Florida TV sta
tion received notice from the campaign
that they are being cut-off from inter
view opportunities and access to the
candidates because of one reporter's
probing questions of Joe Biden.
But conducting opposition re
search on an ordinary citizen simply

reason. Vie was perceived by Obama's

because be asks an in-person cjuesti<m

people as such a threat that they felt
the need to do full-blown opposition

research on him. The first information
that came out about Joe was that he is
not licensed with the Ohio plumber's
union. It was not until days later that
news came that Joe might actually be

that happens to be caught on camera
is unheard-of and startling. There
was never any allegation that Joe the

See Joe page 8.

so that people could ask questions. At
rather than laughter. If this man had
one point there was some confusion
been mortified moments before I sus
over whether it was the turn of a woman
pect he came away from the weekend
in the front or one of the few men in the
remembering the way 1500 women
audience to pose a question. The man
cheered for him.
began speaking and the moderator joked
Saturday afternoon closed with
that it was just like a man to jump ahead
Barack taking the stage. His charisma
of a woman. The audience roared and
and passion are visible on television, but
the man's embarrassment was palpable.
in person his charm and energy are larg
After a moment, the moderator settled
er than life. (And I should know, as my
us down and assured the overwhelmed
nepotistic contact at the event slipped
double x chromosomes holding the
me her VIP ticket and sat me front
microphone
and center
that she was
for Barack's
joking and
speech.) His
encouraged
speech wa%
him to ask
moving and
his question.
brought
He regained
many to
himself and
tears.
I
introduced
walked on
himself as a
shaky excit
lifelong Mid
ed legs out
west Repub
of that room
lican inspired
fully con
by Obama to
verted; with
jump the par
a bag full
ty line he'd
of Obama
always stood
buttons and
behind.
business
Again
cards from
the audience
kind of con
roared, but
tacts only
this time it
a weekend
was with ap
with Barack
proval and
can yield.
welcoming
The author s photo of Barack Obama
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Political Fronts:
On the Issues
At this point, it is hard for me to
old "trickle down" effect. I understand
believe that there are too many undecided
why he can't just come out and say it,
voters left, particularly
but a close look at
among our readers.
Obama's economic
BY STEFA N CHACON
But even if you have
plan reveals that
made your choice, your
he does indeed in
job doesn't end once
tend to "spread the
you vote, b'ecause each
wealth around."
candidate's plan is the promise to which
The poorest 10% of Americans will pay
he must later be held if he prevails - a
no income tax. Seniors earning under
promise to everyone, not just his support
$50,000 will pay nothing. Both of these
ers. The first thing I would recommend
groups will be entitled to greater public
to any reader is to go to the candidates'
assistance. Middle class families will
web pages and read their plans. Of course,
be receiving a $1000 income tax rebate
the plans are dressed-up, dumbed-down
as well as a $1000 energy rebate. The
and packaged in an effort to appeal to as
minimum wage will be increased and
many voters as possible. But focusing on
tied to inflation. The corporate income
the promises reveals a lot about each can
tax will increase. The Bush tax cuts
didate, and it also reveals the most impor
will expire. Taxes on oil companies'
tant philosophical differences between the
profits will rise. The list goes on. But if
two. In the end, we all know that many
Obama's plan is seen through, a greater
promises will not be fulfilled. Campaigns
amount of income from the wealthier
and the wealthiest will have passed to
are inherently aspirational, but then again,
the poorer and the poorest. In con
so are our votes. With that in mind, here
trast, John McCain will cut corporate
are what I consider to be the principal
income tax. He will continue the Bush
philosophical differences between the two
tax cuts. His overall plan will result in
candidates on four major issues.
fewer social programs for low-income
Americans.
Why does this make Obama a
better choice? Because most Ameri
Healthcare is the issue that might
cans fall into the groups that would
have the biggest impact on the daily lives
benefit from closing the income gap.
of most Americans, yet it is probably the
Those that do not would still be the
least understood. In the debates we saw

On the Left

Healthcare

so many numbers thrown back and forth
it is hard to imagine

that

anyone walked

wealthiest.

Further, Obama tempers

this income redistribution, for example,

away with a real understanding of the

by providing incentives for companies

candidates' major differences.
The candidates' posted plans don't
help much, as they speak in vague gener
alities that mostly use the same language:
"individuals choose, not the bureaucrats,"
or "those without healthcare will have
affordable access." Credits here, tax cuts
there. Both promise that pre-existing
conditions will not preclude coverage,
both promise to streamline the system.
I cannot pretend to argue why the fine
points of the Obama plan are better than
those of McCain, but what I can say is
that Obama's plan is a bigger step in the
direction of state-sponsored health care
and that McCain's is more optimistic
about reforming the current system.
Here again, the philosophical split
makes Obama the better choice. Health
care has always been one of, if not the
biggest issue in presidential contests, and
we have always sought to reform a pre
dominantly market-based model. There
is no good reason to believe McCain's
attempt at reform will be better than any
of the those we've seen the last few de
cades. On the other hand, a step toward
universal health care is the only sure way
to guarantee that more people will be
covered. 19,000 people die each year
because they do not have health coverage.
Millions go bankrupt or into permanent
debt. This is a grave moral failure of our
society. A vote for Obama, whose plan
may be more expensive and less efficient,
will nevertheless mean more people will
be covered.

that invest in green technology and
keep jobs in America. Coupled with
increased spending in education, this
is the best plan for long-term American
competitiveness. Finally, to address the
short-term problem of unemployment,
Obama will invest in public infrastruc
ture projects, which will be phased out
through various worker training and
retraining programs.
The problem with McCain's pro
posal is that it depends on his promise
to cut spending. We know he voted
with Bush most of the time, and we
know that Bush also promised to cut
spending. We also know that our gov
ernment grew more under Bush than
under any other president except FDR.
Really, a larger government is a way of
life in modern America. I would prefer
the candidate that will be honest about
that fact, and will at least commit the
resources of that larger government to
the majority of the population.

The Economy
The single greatest difference be
tween the candidates' economic plans is
that Obama would directly increase the
relative wealth of the lower and middle
classes at the expense of the upper class,
while McCain would mostly rely on the

Foreign
Policy
The candidates' hands may ulti
mately be tied with respect to the econ
omy. McCain does not like to admit
that he will have to increase government
spending, and Obama does not like to
admit that some of his biggest ideas will
never be funded. Instead, the biggest
single difference between the two is how
each would change our standing in the
world community.
It is somewhat telling that John
McCain's website does not have a
section covering the issue of foreign
policy. He does, however, have posted

See Left page 8.

As was discussed in the last edition
economy is greatly overestimated by
of "On the Right," it is a sad fact that
most voters, but because a great deal of
many voters today
important legisla
do not have a good
tion
begins as presi
BY RYAN BOWE N
understanding of the
dential initiatives,
issues at stake in this
the president does
election. Here is a
have a role to play.
A significant
brief overview of John
McCain's proposals on some of the most
means of influencing the economy
comes by way of adjustments to the
important issues, and how they compare
tax code. The candidates' differing
with those of Barack Obama.
positions on taxes basically amount
to whether tax breaks should favor
businesses or individuals. McCain's
tax plan has been characterized by the
Healthcare in this country lags be
Obama campaign as "pro-wealthy" or
hind in the quality and comprehensiveness
"favoring oil companies and companies
of that available in many large economic
that ship jobs overseas." These are gross
powers. The two candidates have drasti
overstatements
or mischaracterizations.
cally different approaches to correcting
First,
McCain's
tax breaks for the
this problem. Senator McCain's health
"wealthy"
are
not
even tax cuts at all:
care proposal, simply stated, is to give ev
he
would
keep
the
highest
tax bracket at
ery family a $5000 tax credit to help offset
its
current
level
35%.
Also,
McCain's
the cost of coverage. Though he would
plain
is
not
directed
at
wealthy
people as
offset this cost by taxing health benefits,
much
as
small
businesses,
which
often
even those in the highest tax bracket will
pay
their
taxes
through
their
individual
likely still see a net tax reduction because
owners. Additionally, John McCain's
of the tax credit. Those in lower tax
proposal to reduce the corporate tax
brackets would receive even larger savings.
ipplies to all corporations and would
McCain also sees greater competition as
fee
up money that can be used to cre
the key to reducing health care costs and
ate
new
jobs. It also makes America a
providing more options. He advocates
mire
profitable
place for businesses to
allowing people to obtain insurance from
1
icaie,
further
increasing
the potential
providers from outside their own state. As
to spur job growth.
with any other product or service in the

On the Right

Healthcare

marketplace, when people have more op
tions, the result is a decrease in price and

increase in quality. If people can choose
between a greater number of health care
providers, insurance companies will be
forced to lower costs and/or improve
quality, or risk losing their business to an
other provider. This creates both cheaper
and better insurance. Cheaper insurance,
coupled with the tax credit for health
care, would make health care more ac
cessible to many uninsured families. An
independent third-party review of both
candidates' health care plans found that
McCain's plan would result in covering
2 million more uninsured people than
Obama's.
Obama's health plan, at least atfirst,
purports to aim for comprehensive cov
erage through a combination of private
and government-funded health care. The
problem with this is that a combination of
factors would push the private insurance
industry out of business and result in
substandard coverage. If the penalty that
Obama would impose on employers for
not insuring their employees is less than
the cost of the insurance (which is likely),
then employers will be incentivized into
dropping their coverage, pushing their
employees into the government's health
care system. Additionally, as has been
shown each year by the federal deficits,
the federal government can operate at
a substantially greater loss than private
companies, which would allow the gov
ernment to keep premiums artificially
low. As private companies fold, and more
people are grouped into fewer carriers,
competition will decrease and so too will
the quality of care.

The Economy
Clearly the most pressing issue
at stake in this election is how each
candidate proposes to fix the country's
ailing economy. The president's role in
determining the course of the national

Barack Obama's campargrv tacetiously claims that his tax plan focuses

on individuals. Although he claims to
plan to cut taxes for 95% of Americans,
only around 60% actually pay taxes in
the first place. Additionally, many of
his "tax breaks" come from refundable
tax credits. The people who would
theoretically "benefit" the most from
these breaks are the people who won't
pay any taxes anyway. A quote from
Thomas Jefferson addresses this point:
"The democracy will cease to exist
when you take away from those who
are willing to work and give to those
who would not." This is precisely what
Senator Obama would do by raising
the tax rate for the upper two brackets,
and giving free money to lower income
individuals who do not pay any taxes.
Equally troubling is Senator Obama's
proposal to raise the capital gains rate.
At a time when stocks have seen their
value plummet and retirement accounts
have been eviscerated, do we really want
to take away yet another incentive to
reinvest in our economy?
Senator Obama's "spread the
wealth" policies may garner him the
support of low-income voters, but they
stand to further hinder our already trou
bled economy. John McCain would use
the tax code to help business by creating
incentives and room for growth.

Foreign
Policy
McCain's positions on Iraq, Af
ghanistan, and defense in general are
fairly straightforward. Through his
statements during the debates he has
shown that he will listen to proper mili
tary authorities in making determina
tions about the state of affairs in the two
countries. He has also noted that while

See Right page 8.
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Debate from page 6.
was really more interesting because these
guys aren't running for anything and
could really say whatever they wanted. It
was no holds barred, and I think it really
worked."
The Constitutional issues segment
generated the most discussion among
audience members, as most students
had never heard the candidates speak on
those issues. With Obama focusing on the
economy and McCain's regulation poli
cies, and McCain focusing on Obama's
inexperience with executive or foreign
policy issues, most other discussions have
been limited.
"Apart from Palin's now famous
Roe v. Wade gaffe with Katie Couric,
there has been very little discussion of
Constitutional issues during the debates.
I thought that especially during that sec
tion, the debaters got to move away from
answers that they, and everyone else, had
heard during the actual debates between
the candidates."
Kerr attempted to liven the end of
the debate by giving participants a range
of serious and fun questions. While both
sides fiercely debated the question of Su
preme Court justice selection, they had
the chance to weigh in on whether or not
they believed law professors would be bet
ter or worse on the bench of this nation's
highest court.
The turnout of many students
indicated the event was a huge success.
Maybe nobody decided who they would
vote for, or changed their opinions, but
the fact that the Conference Center was
ftWed on Thursday night shows that the
s\wAetv\s\vete ax \\ve \acw sc\voo\ care aiboxLt
Tva\\otva\ "issues and cvv'tc duty. TLtttver t\\at

or this event was just another shining ex
ample of the drawing power of free beer

and pizza.
The debate continues...

Vote from page 6.
rassment. It is one thing to be forced to
vote a certain way when you are passive,
but it is quite another when you think you
are a defiant rebel only to find out that you
are nothing but a joke.
After all the votes were counted,
Saddam was reelected as the president
of the Republic of Iraq, carrying 100% of
the vote -a mathematical impossibility. I
was seventeen years old, and this was my
first election experience.
My next experience at the polls was
at the US embassy in Saudi Arabia dur
ing the 2004 American presidential race.
I ordered my absentee ballot 4 months
before the election and called the embassy
everyday asking if it had arrived. I was
convinced that my vote would singlehandedly change the election in favor of
John Kerry, ignoring the fact that I was
registered to vote in the state of Missis
sippi.
When I finally got to fill out my
ballot, I was so moved by the experience
I could barely breathe. The enormous
effort exerted by the people who are in
charge of the polls to make sure the votes
were cast properly and without any undue
influence astounded me beyond belief.
The election worker meticulously made
sure I understood the ballot, but he kept
his distance while I was filling out the
ballot to make sure I had all the privacy I
needed. The envelope that accompanied
the ballot warned that breaking the seal
by anyone other than those authorized
was a "federal crime." Having a true and
free choice between 2 candidates made
me both thankful that I w as an American
citizen, and angry that Iraqis were not
entitled to this opportunity.

Ever since that day, I have voted in
every election in which I have been asked
to vote. When I started college, I was one
of few who attended the debates between
the candidates for student body president,
and made an informed decision on who
I thought was the better candidate. I also
voted for everything from members of the
school board to mayor to senator. This
year is my first presidential election here
in the U.S., and I am proud that I was
one of the first people to vote in the early
voting for Arlington County.
I have decided that I will vote in
every single election that I am ever al
lowed to vote in. No election, no chance
to voice an opinion, is ever too small or
irrelevant to me. I will always remember
the look on that Iraqi man's face at the
polls that day. The man who thought he
was in control of his children's future,
only to find that he had absolutely no say
in determining their destiny or his own.
There are truly no words to describe the
pain of a ballot cast that does not reflect
a free choice. It is the epitome of utter
humiliation and defeat.

Joe from page 6.
Plumber was a McCain campaign plant.
There is no evidence that anybody put
him up to it - he was merely concerned,
as many people are, about how much each
candidate proposes to charge him to earn
his living, when we are already in trying
economic times.
These are poignant examples of
politicians lashing out when their backs
are against the wall as to positions that
they have taken that they cannot really

crats would rarely win anything. This
cycle may show that the press is willing
to cannibalize itself, and relax their
usually vociferous First Amendment
assertions, for the sake of getting a man
elected. The status of Joe the Plumber's
union membership is not what it should
be worried about.

Left from page 6.
positions on Iraq, national security, and
homeland security. He would grow the
military and pursue missile defense.
Iraq? We all know his position there.
Obama's position is not so clear, but
I think we can count on his overall
foreign policy objectives to be played
out in Iraq.
If the "war on terror" has taught
us anything, it is that terror is an idea.
A war against ideas must be fought
first and foremost with ideas. After
September 11, our idea of transforming
the Middle East has resulted in more
terrorism and, by acting unilaterally, we
gave our allies an excuse not to share the
cost of our campaign. Obama's foreign
policy centers on rebuilding alliances
and engaging in dialogue with hostile
or potentially hostile nations. Terror
ism will never go away, but an Obama
presidency would not fuel the flames of
hatred that breeds terrorism.
Just as important, other countries
will have a harder time justifying their
inaction. People who have lost faith
in America may have reason to hope.
McCain's foreign policy focuses so
heavily on the military simply because

detetvd to tYte electorate wHett questioned.

Vie c annot make the claim that his ad
ministration would win the war of ideas

of the need to deny or spin their vote histo

internationally.

It is parallel to legislators' general feeling

ries to try to justify or excuse themselves in
the eyes of voters (e.g. Obama on partial
birth abortion), rather than affirmatively
explaining why they voted the way they
did. This highlights to what extent those
politicians do not believe in representative
government as much as an elitist bigbrother sense of the bureaucracy's role
in our lives. Sometimes that world view
is driven by a politician's ideology, other
times it's driven by outside influences.
It is difficult to determine what is the
more dangerous road for elected officials
to travel - purely ideological policymak
ing, or lobbyist-driven voting. To be fair,
exceedingly few have both the intelligence
and temperance to stay true to their core
beliefs consistently (Justice Scalia comes
to mind). But what is very clear is that
politicians who react to criticism and chal
lenges in the way the Obama campaign
does, quieting and or smearing those
who disagree with them, do not value the
free-flow of ideas as much as they would
have us believe. As critical as the media
is of our efforts in Iraq, the press remains
there, talking to troops daily, and reports
freely on both victories and defeats there.
Obama's people, on the other hand, seem
to have free license to vanquish those who
would question their leader, for the sake
of the ultimate prize.
It is astonishing that the media has
not exhibited mass outrage over these
practices. Instead, they continue to file
Obama-favorable reports at more than
twice the rate of McCain, and make
personal donations to the campaign
that shunned federal funding in favor of
private-backing at a rate of 10-to-l over
donations to organizations that support
McCain. Historically, political scientists
have measured the media's effect on a
partisan election to amount to a couple
percentage points to the left, meaning that
without liberal bias in the media, Demo

Social Issues
Given the fact that Supreme
Court appointments do not always turn
out as expected, I think this should be
a consideration secondary to approach
the next president will take when ad
dressing broader social issues. With his
message of hope and optimism, Obama
has inspired millions and created a kind
of energy that has been absent from
politics for many years. McCain has re
cently attempted to counter that energy
by inciting suspicion and anger.
We have learned the most about
how each candidate would redefine
America based on how they have
handled themselves over the course of
the campaign. McCain started out
with a strong record and an optimistic
reform-oriented agenda. "Country
First" was an ideal as strong as Obama's
message of hope, or at least as worthy
of a vote. But McCain showed that he
is willing to abandon his ideal for politi
cal advantage. He would risk putting
this country in the hands of someone
grossly inexperienced whom he hardly
knows. He is willing to embrace the
same divisive and hateful campaign
tactics that cost him the 2000 primary.
I expect that by the time this goes to
print he will have decided to resurrect
the Reverend Wright issue.
In the face of adversity, we can
expect McCain to trust the Carl Rove's
whispering in his ear. In these ways,
McCain will follow in Bush's footsteps.
Not because it is what he would ideally
prefer to do, but because he will not
know how else to react. If McCain
wins, there will no longer be an Obama
to attack, but there will be a Democratic
Congress. And the liberal media. And
the biased educated elite. And any

number of other groups we will be
encouraged to hate, fear or blame. The
social issues we face demand a leader
that will inspire us to work together, not
drive us apart.

Right from page 6.
he understands that use of force may
be necessary in some cases, his own
personal experiences have tempered his
decision making in that he will weigh
very heavily the decision to place our
armed forces in harm's way.
Obama, on the other hand, has
demonstrated to anunsettling degree his
willingness to allow politics to influence
decisions in these important issues. He
frequently mentions the deteriorating
state of affairs in Afghanistan because
of the shift in forces to Iraq and there
fore he would move forces out of the
former and into the latter. This shows
his fundamental lack of understand
ing. If forces were pulled out of Iraq,
while American and Iraqi forces are on
the brink of victory, the situation that
Obama laments in Afghanistan would
simply shift back to Iraq; his proposal
would not solve the general instability
in the region as a whole. The reason
for his decision is simply that people
are okay with the war in Afghanistan,
and increasingly less so with that in
Iraq. Allowing public opinion to sway
military strategy led to the debacle in
Vietnam, as well as the decision to
withdraw support in Afghanistan in the
1980s before the country was stabilized
forced us to go back in there 20 years
later. Senator Obama, it seems, is will
ing to flaunt history and repeat both of

these mistakes yet again in Iraq.

Government
Senators McCain and Obama
have drastically different views of the
role the federal government should play
in the day-to-day affairs of citizens.
Like most conservatives, John McCain
favors a hands-off approach, where
natural market influences and state
governments have substantial roles in
things like the economy, education, and
health care. One can liken this to the
analogy of the economy as a car, and
the government serving as the brakes:
only stepping in when it starts moving
so fast that it begins to lose control.
Obama, on the other hand, views
the federal government as having an
integral part of many more aspects of
everyday life. In addition to the federal
ization of health care mentioned above,
Obama has proposed unprecedented
federal spending at a time when the
national debt is increasing at record
levels. He also has proposed incredible
steps that would further the unilateral
power of the executive, while criticiz
ing President Bush for doing the same
thing. For instance, Obama has stated
that if Congress does not declare C02 a
pollutant, he will do so through the EPA
and cap emissions. Though this would
only reduce the planet's temperature by
0.14 degrees Fahrenheit over 50 years, it
would eliminate 2.9 million American
jobs and reduce U.S. GDP by $6.9 tril
lion over the next 20 years. Going back
to the car analogy, Obama's government
would not be the brakes, but instead the
steering wheel? altering the car's direc
tion. With a Congress that will also be
controlled by the Democrats, who are
seeking a filibuster-proof supermajority
in the Senate, there is no telling down
what paths he will lead us.
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Special Election Section
6%

4% 1%

• Democrat = 52%

12%

18%

Independent 26%

• Obama = 77%

• Republican 12%
52%

• McCain = 18%

• Libertarian = 6%

• Other = 6%

• Green Party = 4%
* Other = 1%

26%

77%

"Who are you voting for in the
election?" (205 responses)

"How do you identify yourself
politically?" (221 responses)

"I'm voting for Obama because of
his wonderful cult of personality." - Trent
Taylor

Election
Perspectives:
Why Are YOU
Voting in the
2008 Election?

"I'm voting for Obama because the
lesser of 2 evils is the only option in our
broken system." - Erica Oleszczuk

"I'm voting for Obama because
McCain is really old and Palin scares
me." - Alison Schiebelhut

"I'm voting for McCain because I
actually want to keep the money I'll be
making as an associate." - John Kelly

4% 1%

5% 1%

« Race = 43 %

• Picking Sarah Palin as
VP = 35%
35%

• Inexperience = 29 %

• Bad platform = 26%
* Other = 2 5%

13%

43%

• Other = 9%

• Negative campaigning
= 9%

25%

• Negative
campaigning = 4%

• Age = 5%
• Debate performance =

1%

• Bad platform = 13 %

29%

• Picking Joe Biden as
VP = 1%

26%

"If McCain loses, what do you think
will be the main reason?" (210
responses)

"If Obama loses, what do you think will
be the main reason?" (208 responses)
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De Novo

One Foot in Front of the Other
By the time these words see the
light of day—or the white of the page—I
will have completed the Marine Corps
Marathon. Although 2008 marks the 33rd
running of this fine race, 2008 marks but
the first running of a full marathon by
yours truly. The thought of logging 26.2
miles is a bit daunting, but I think 111 be
able to do it. I've been relatively faithful
about the training program I downloaded
lo these many months ago, and I ve got
a pair of expensive shoes that are neither
too new nor too worn out. In an ideal
world, I'll finish in under 3:10 (Boston
qualifying time), but in this world, my
more realistic goals are (1) finishing, pe
riod and (2) hopefully doing so in under
4:00 (still pretty darn good).
When I take a mental step back, the
fact that I am even discussing finishing a
marathon is sort of surreal. A little over
three years ago, I couldn t have run 3 miles
in half an hour without (1) nearly passing
out and/or (2) ending up in excruciating
pain. Owing to a confluence of circum
stances, however, I decided that I needed
to get in shape, and I felt like running
was probably the best way to do it (also,

the Ohio State student wellness center
was under construction, so there weren't
a whole lot of other options). Bit by bit,
I increased my speed and distance, ran a
couple of half-marathons, and decided to
give the full thing a shot.
I've noticed that when I am talking
about distance running, it is pretty com
mon for the person or persons with whom
I amdiking to make some comment about
how they couldn't ever run as far as I am
running (or at least attempting to run). To
this, I offer a swift rebuke, which usually
takes the form of the previous paragraph.
It is true that one may have certain joint
or other physical problems that prevent
extensive running, but you'd be surprised
by all the corrective equipment that is out
there. For example, my right leg is shorter
than my left. It's true that we've all got our
asymmetries, but mine is somewhat more
pronounced than normal. As a result, if
I just slap on my shoes and run, say, 13.1
miles, at about mile 9 my right knee will
seize up and refuse all efforts to move at
a pace greater than a walk. As you may
have guessed, I found that out at about
mile 9 of my first half marathon. Enter

some store-bought inserts and good (read,
expensive) running shoes, add a little
stretching, and the problem has more or
less gone away. So, physical drawbacks
do exist, but they needn't be an ultimate
barrier to running.
Physical impediments aside, the real
obstacle to distance running is probably
the mental obstacle. You've probably
heard this one before, but mostly, dis
tance running (and probably all running)
is mental. For me, at least, I need to (1)
visualize the course I am about to run
before actually running it; (2) pay close
attention to my stride during the run and
make adjustments accordingly; and, most
importantly, (3) just concentrate on put
ting one foot in front of the other. When I
do this, and don't pay too much attention
to how I am doing pace- or time-wise,
the miles usually end up flying by. It's a
nice feeling.
We now reach the obvious meta
phor portion of our program. At this
point in the semester, things are admit
tedly busy. I'm hearing a bevy of excuses
for why people can't, for instance, come to
the Law Revue Open Mic this evening (if

you missed it, you should wear sackcloth
and cover your head with ashes, because
you really missed out). VanVleck. Cohen
and Cohen. Memo Two. What-have-you.
These are all valid sources of busy-ness
and anxiety, to be sure. What's unfortu
nate is that I'm seeing a bit of (a) panic
or (b) capitulation going down about now.
And, what with the semester being, oh,
two-thirds of the way done, I'm sure
both trends can be safely projected into
the near future.
The thing, I think, to keep in mind
as the crazy flies furiously is the mantra 1
have outlined above: you just have to put
one foot in front of the other. It's sort of
a lousy little platitude, I acknowledge,
but it also actually kind of works. When
you just consider the next step, take it,
and then repeat, you'll get there eventu
ally. And if you've done the rest of the
necessary legwork, you may even arrive
in style.
So, here's hoping I reach the 26.2
mile marker in a way that doesn't involve
collapsing.

Brilliant Night
For Kings of Leon
BY R EID COPLOFF
Columnist
A little over five years ago, I was
taken by an Extended Play of a refreshing
group of Southern rockers. Comprised
of three brothers (the youngest just 16 at
the time) and a cousin, the Kings of Leon
were hailed as the Southern Strokes, and
had produced a 5-track EP that seems
almost certain to precede a litany of "friggin' genius" Southern-style rock albums
accented with hipster posturing.
Then, in late summer 2003 came the
first full-length from Caleb, Jared, Nathan,
and Matthew Followill, Youth & Young
Manhood. It ... well, in the newspaper
I writing reviews for at the time, I used
phrases like "muddled mess," "glossy

The production is
deliciously dirty, but clear
as the guitars whine and
moan, and yet never
sounds overproduced like
in the past.
singles," "overproduced," and "uninter
esting." One album in and I was no longer
a fan of the Kings of Leon. I summed up
Youth & Young Manhood like this:
"Don't be fooled by the rave reviews
that have been falling on the Followills.
This family band is capable of much,
much better. And if we're all lucky in a
year or two we'll be discussing Kings of
Leon's brilliant sophomore effort."
I'll admit it. I was wrong. It wasn't
their sophomore effort that was brilliant.
As it turns out, their fourth full-length, the
recently released Only by the Night is the
first to have earned that adjective.

I thought I had completely given
up on this band, but from the ominous,
monotonous tones that open "Closer," at
the start of the album, Only by the Night,
with very few exceptions, demands rapt
attention.
"Closer" starts slowly as it crescendos into a rollicking guitar coda. The
song leads into the hammering guitar rock
of "Crawl." If at this point, the album
hasn't won you over, you must be made
of stone. All of the problems that plagued
the Kings' earlier efforts are gone. Lead
singer Caleb Followill's Southern accent
is no longer faltering and clumsy, but is
assured and strong as he belts out the
occasionally slight, but weirdly powerful
lyrics. The production is deliciously dirty,
but clear as the guitars whine and moan,
and yet never sounds overproduced like
in the past.
Things slow down a tad on "Sex on
Fire," which features the kind of repeti
tive guitar part that earned the band the
nickname "The Southern Strokes." Of
course, if there were a song this good on
the Strokes' last album, then they might
not be on an indefinite hiatus. Like most
of the Kings' best songs, "Sex on Fire"
builds a repetitive verse into an explosive,
faster chorus before ebbing back into the
slower tempo.
"Sex on Fire" gives way to albumcenterpiece "Use Somebody." Though
it comes far less than halfway through
Only by the Night, it would seem wrong
to call "Use Somebody" anything but the
centerpiece of the album. From the intro,
it's clear this song is different from the oth
ers. It's nothing short of a modern rock
anthem. A loud, raucous opening gives
way to Caleb's vocals up-front stating that
he could "use somebody." Not surpris

ingly that happens to be "someone like
you." You're probably thinking, "Those
lyrics are awful." And you're right. But
somehow it doesn't matter. By the time
the first chorus bubbles over and the
tempo of the song accelerates, it seems
nearly impossible not to love this song.
It's hardly significat when Caleb starts
singing that he hopes he "can make you
notice someone like me." Just try wiping
the smile from your face.
From there the Kings go subtle
on "Manhattan," rocking on "17," and

(aside from the Southern-tinged vocals)
nearly new-wavy on "Notion." Somehow
everything works.
The brilliance of this album is that
it doesn't really do anything new or dif
ferent. The songs are solid. The topics, if
decipherable, are your bargain-bin rock 'n'
roll topics: girls, drugs, booze, more rock
'n' roll, etc. But who cares? The Kings
of Leon aren't wasting their time getting
over-priced producers and posturing for
the hip, indie kids anymore. And, finally,
they've fulfilled their promise.

Hearsay
Function: noun
1 : ev idence based not on a statement not made under oath
2 : hi larious statements made around GW Law

Overheard in Evidence - "Beating your wife isn't habit...
it's an unfortunate custom, but it's not a habit."
Overheard in Antitrust - "Then some drug companies
would subm it some lawyer-drafted comments saying, essen
tially, 'so's your mom.'"
Overheard in Computer Crimes - Student: "Then I must
be the dumbest person using the web" Professor: "That's
entirely possible."

Hear something funny in c lass or around the law
school? Email Hearsay at notabenegw@gmail.com
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Bar Brief:
Steve's Bar Room
BY SET SAMII AND LISA STRAUSS

Columnists

Trust Us, We 're Experts
We promise to tell the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth.
As future members of the DC Lawyers
Assistance Program, we are proud to pres
ent a bi-weekly run-down of DC hotspots.
This week we're doing a review of Steve's
Bar Room, a spot we visited on Saturday,
October 25.
Before getting into this review, we'd
like to re-introduce ourselves to you, our
now faithful readers. Set is a recent gradu
ate of George Washington University
and DC's very own former bar wench.
You might have already met her at Bar

Review, since every Friday at least 10-15
new people know her by name and have
an inside joke with her. Lisa, fresh from
the Chicago working world, is thrilled
to be in a new city, with new bars. You
might also have met Lisa at Bar Review,
especially if she torture racked you and
asked for outlines.
Case: October 25, 2008 Review
of Steve's Bar Room, located at 1337
Connecticut Ave NW. A friend's older
brother was hanging out at this bar with
his friends, and this presented the perfect
opportunity to check this locale out.
Facts: Steve's is located in an office
building, above an Indian restaurant, and
getting there requires an elevator ride.

Looking for a sign? Good luck! All
you'll find here is a printed out piece
of paper with the name of the bar on it
(think the bar equivalent of the sketchy
cargo van selling candy outside your
local elementary school).
Upon arriving, you'll need to get
past the very strict bouncers who will
attempt to charge a cover. Using our
feminine wiles and alternative dispute
resolution techniques, we managed to
get approximately 10 girls into the bar
for a grand total of $8 and two coupons
for free drinks. Lisa also knew one of

the bouncers because he works at her
gym. This too might have contributed
to the low entrance fee.
After bypassing the bouncers,
you'll need to catch a ride on the 1970s
style elevator, which we're told has been
known to stall mid-trip. The elevator
opens into the bar, which is actually
surprisingly nice and well-appointed.
There are plush sofas to rest your weary
behinds on and the tables are sturdy
enough to hold four gyrating females
(not that we would know . . .). For a
lounge, the drinks were surprisingly in
expensive (at least for a beer) . . . shots,
on the other hand, are a whole other
ball-game. Thankfully we were hanging

out with a group of first-year associates
who felt our 1L fall-semester pain and
were happy to ply us with numerous
beverages.
The set-up of the bar is quite
conducive to grinding on strangers as if
they were a piece of parmesan cheese.
There is a platform for dancing, and as
mentioned before, the tables are another
excellent alternative to the some-what
small dance floor. If you like personal
space, you will not like Steve's. The
music was good, perhaps due to Set's
face-time with the T5J. Fie was happy
to play her requests, but besides a
shout-out to our friend celebrating her
birthday, he was unwilling to act as Set's
personal mouthpiece for the night, as
evidenced by the fact that he announced
to the bar that she was "wack." Always
a good night when you have a personal
relationship with the man controlling
the music.
Issue: Why the bouncers? Why
the cover-charge? Why the miniscule
bathroom? And where have all the good
looking people gone?
Holding: There were no dudes in
our party, so we don't know how strict
the bouncers would have been with
cover charge and attire had we attended

the bar with males. Having a friend there
who was celebrating her birthday was
helpful (we mean, what heartless people
make the birthday girl wait in line). The
layout of the bar makes it really easy to
meet people, which depending on how
many drinks you've consumed, may or
may not be a good thing. If you're look
ing to escape the college crowd, this is a
place for you, as most of the revelers were
young professionals not living on loans
and ramen noodles. The drinks, while
not prohibitively expensive, are definitely
not $2.50 rail specials. Make sure you

pre-game or find a generous sugar daddy/
momma for the evening.
Rule: Put on your dancing shoesthis place is great for a night of getting
jiggy with it (yes, we did just quote Will
Smith post Y2K). Go with a large group
and you'll be guaranteed to have a fun
night. Don't be alarmed by the sketchtastic entrance to the bar- Steve's is definitely
a diamond in the rough and really, didn't
you always enjoy the candy you bought
from that suspicious van?
Do you have suggestions, comments,
or just need a bar recommendation? Or
did you have Turley, Cunningham, or
Kerr for Torts, Contracts, or Crim? Email
us at gwbarbrief@gmail.com.

Ask Yunji!
BY YUNJI KIM

Columnists

Q: Yunji, what are they doing to our quad? I miss the green.
A: In light of the harsh and depressing economic times, the law school has made
he executive decision to buck up our spirits by creating a giant dustbowl to match thi
heme of this year's Halloween bash: that timeless spaghetti western, The Good, The
Bad and the Ugly. So bring out your ponchos, sharpen your whistling skills, and ai
ligh noon, call out your friends from class to practice your fake dueling stare dowr
it the circular brick cross road.
Actually, an underground lawn sprinkler is being installed. The old system of
ittaching hoses to the spigots discreetly embedded in the grass was no longer satisfac
ory. Since new sod will need to cover the construction, the sprinkler system will have
:o go off fairly frequently (everyday for the time being). But rest easy wired, tired lav
students, you will not be subject to any involuntary showers - the sprinklers will gc
off on ly very early in the morning.

Got a question about what's going around the law school, Foggy Bottom, oi
he world in general? Email notabenegw@gmail.com and ask what's on your mind
Yunji has the answer!

Maureen McGough, Evann O Donnell, and alumnus Roh Wolcott jam at th
Law Revue s annual Open Mic Night on October 24th
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Wednesday October 29
SBA Halloween Party and Festival
Both event are for ticket holders only.
4:00-7:00pm, patio; 9:00-2:00am, Ultrabar
Careers in Government: International Opportunities
Reps from a variety of government agencies and Capitol Hill
will attend this program, which will be a structured table talk/
networking event.
4:00-6:00pm, LIS201

Thursday October 30
Celebration of the Gruber Foundation Prize to GW Law
Professor Emeritus and ICJ Judge Thomas Buergenthal
and attorney Jerome Shestack
2:00-3:00pm, L101
r-v!

Wednesday November 5
Glannon Lecture on Exam Tips
BAR/BRI and PAD invite you to hear Professor Glannon lec
ture on exam strategies. Open to all students!
12:00-1:00pm, LL101
DC Bar Career Panel co -hosted by ELA
Environmental law career panel with attorneys from a federal
agency, an environmental NGO, the DC government, a law
firm, and a trade association.
5:00-6:30pm, B505

Friday November 7

Launching Your Legal Career - CDO Session tor 1 Ls
Come learn the nuts and bolts for starting your 1L summer job
search! Sponsored by the CDO
2:00-5:00pm, LL101 and LL102

Sunday November 9
Race for Justice
Supports public interest legal work by putting 100% of race
proceeds toward grants for GW Law students who pursue low
paying public interest legal work.
8:00am, Rock Creek Park

Fasteners

Crossword 101

Across

If you don't have anything nice to say, you should probably put it in the
Horoscopes section of the Nota Bene.

TAURUS (APRIL. 20—MAY 20)
Seriously, if you don't have all of your notes color-coded by next Tuesday, you
are DEFINITELY failing your exams.

GEMINI (MAY 21—JUNE 21)
Stay away from hard liquor at the Halloween party. You'll thank yourself later.

CANCER (JUNE 22—JULY 22)
Get a Gemini to fetch your free liquor - you'll thank us later.

LEO (JULY 23—AUG. 22)

•

No, really, that Sarah Palin costume sucks. Be more original please.

VIRGO (AUG. 23—SEPT. 22)
It's cool if you don't have a job yet - just tell prospective employers that
Nota Bene predicted a 4.0 for you this year. Worked for us.

LIBRA (SEPT. 23—OCT. 23)
1-900-MIXALOT is not one of the numbers that should be in your cell phone.

SCORPIO (OCT. 24—NOV. 21)
Avoid that guy in the Sarah Palin costume at the Halloween party.

SAG1TTARIUS- (NOV. 22—DEC. 21)
WE SAW WHAT YOU DID IN THE LI BRARY!! Nasty....

CAPRICORN (DEC. 22—JAN. 19)
Quick! Go to the ATM in the hard lounge, withdraw $20 and leave it in the
second floor women's bathroom. You will then get what you are wishing for...

AQUARIUS (JAN. 20—FEB. 18)
There is a free $20 bill in your future...

PISCES (FEB. 19—MARCH 20)
Gossip Girl is on - we'll find something snarky to say to you later.

*

Down
1 OJ's trier
2 Negative prefix
3 Option to sell a stock
4 Yuk!
5 St.
of Avila

'

8

I

"

15

ft

20
23

24

25

26

28
31
36
39
42
45
48
51
58
61

a

18

17

11 Blackball
14 Like a street fighter
15 Like a NYC apartment
16 JFK initials
17 Precisely
19 Parcel of land
20 Cowboy competition
21
lily
23 '85 best film award
27 Hyde's partner
28 Tilt the boat again
29
bracelet
31 Broadway event
32 Conscious
33 NATO member
36 Monster
37 DC players for short
38 Pierce
39 Dream reaction:Acronym
40 Michigan city
41 Rotund individual
42 Lamb's uttering
44 Boats
45 Be quiet
47 Pals
48 Paint type
49 Escargot
51 Hill dweller
52 Something hit in
an emergency
58 Bronx cheer
59 Solely
60 Retaliate
61 Violate a Commandment
62 Acted like a carpenter
63 Terra firma

•

6

*

14

1 C omputer fodder
6 Indifferent person

ARIES (MARCH 21—APRIL 19)

By Ed Canty
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16
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33
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15

38
41

43

44

46

MjH 47

|
52

49

50

53

59

62

6 Gulf War missiles
7 Carryall
8 Golden Rule word
9 Matrimonial words
10 Boston Pops performance
11 Umbilical c ord scar
12 Coral reef island
13 Relating to birth
18 Boxing match
22 Alias:Abbr
23 Intense feeling
24 Combine corporations
25 Clock radio control
26 Coin
27 Bumps around
29 David's weapon
30 Coin
32 Blood-related
34 Gorged
35 Chasm
37 Slide involuntarily
38 Normal
40 A social blunder
41 Lack of success
43 Consumed

•
I

54

55

56

57

60

63

44 Infant's bed
45 Chunks of Bacon
46 North Vietnam city
47 Turned toward
49 Weather word
50 Baseball club
53 Precedes carte
54 Beverage made of
leaves
55 Mariner
56 Fall mo.
57 Indefinitely large number
Ouotable Ouote

The reason ther e are
two senators for each
state is so that one can
be the designated
driver.
• • • Jay Leno
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See answers on page 111

